


MOMENT is a wellness collection celebrating the healing, sustainable and diverse benefits of hemp.  

Mindfully crafted with nurturing and regenerative ingredients and materials, MOMENT by MoonCloth Designs 
offers a variety of plant-based skincare and hemp fabrics, all produced in harmony with the earth.



Hemp is regenerative. 

Hemp has the potential to replenish soil, resulting in both carbon 
drawdown and improvement of the water cycle. Growing hemp 
positively impacts the environment. We take careful consideration of 
the development and design stages of our products to ensure that 
every item we create is thoughtful and environmentally responsible.



We aim to redefine the meaning of “wellness” and move towards a view that is all encompassing, 
considering health, beauty and ease for both your inner and outer environments.



Hemp for the win.

Hemp Seed Oil deeply penetrates the skin, going below the surface to 
balance the bodies natural sebum production. It’s rich in essential fatty 
acids, which aids in calming inflammation, hydration and cellular repair. 

This mighty, regenerative plant holds sustainability standards high. Hemp 
Fiber is free of synthetic material and micro-plastic. It’s hypoallergenic 
and antimicrobial. It requires 50% less water to flourish and it produces 
more oxygen than any other commercial crop. And, the math shows 
more than 2,500 liters of water was saved by making these robes with 
hemp. What more can we say? Hemp, hemp hurray.



A spritz for 
h i g h e r 
spirits.

Moon Glow Oil Moon Glow Oil is as mighty as it is 
beautiful. This potent and luxurious oil 
delivers long-lasting moisture for smooth 
and supple skin. Offering an abundant 
dose of antioxidants and high levels of 
omega’s, this synergistic blend of Hemp 
Seed Oil, Calendula and Rose is calming 
and regenerative, leaving you luminous. 

Nourish + Radiate + Heal

Key ingredients: Hemp Seed Oil + 
Calendula + Rose Essential Oil

Meditation Oil 

Anoint yourself with this woodsy, purifying oil to 
awaken the senses and ease into meditation. 
Nutrient-rich Hemp Seed Oil works in sync with 
your body to soothe and balance while Copal 
Resin and Palo Santo harness the power to 
ground and release. Traditionally used in 
shamanic rituals, these sacred plants work at an 
energetic level to focus the body, mind, and 
spirit, connecting you to your higher self. Take a 
moment for yourself, throughout the day, as a 
simple practice that will keep you balanced. 

For breath practice + daily ritual

Key ingredients: Hemp Seed Oil + Copal Infused Jojoba + Palo Santo



A spritz for 
h i g h e r 
spirits.

Moon Glow Oil Moon Glow Oil is as mighty as it is 
beautiful. This potent and luxurious oil 
delivers long-lasting moisture for smooth 
and supple skin. Offering an abundant 
dose of antioxidants and high levels of 
omega’s, this synergistic blend of Hemp 
Seed Oil, Calendula and Rose is calming 
and regenerative, leaving you luminous. 

Nourish + Radiate + Heal
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MOMENT Meditation Oil 



A spritz for 
h i g h e r 
spirits.

Moon Glow Oil 

Moon Glow Oil is as mighty as it is beautiful. 
This potent and luxurious oil delivers long-
lasting moisture for smooth and supple skin. 
Offering an abundant dose of antioxidants and 
high levels of omega’s; this synergistic blend of 
Hemp Seed Oil, Calendula and Rose is calming 
and regenerative, leaving you luminous.

For beauty + skin nourishment

Key ingredients: Hemp Seed Oil + Calendula + Rose Essential Oil



We choose Hemp for heightened vibrations, 
hydration and healing. This transformative facial 
mist is equal parts skin tonic and mood regulator. 
It’s brimming with the potent yet calming benefits 
of Hemp, Lavender, Patchouli and Clary Sage. This 
plant remedy will tone and brighten the skin and 
refresh your aura. A spritz for higher spirits.

To inspirit + energize your sacred space

Key ingredients: Hemp Seed Oil + Lavender + Patchouli + 
 Clary Sage Essential Oil

Sacred Space Mist 



Restful Warrior Eye Mask

Thoughtfully created in partnership with 
beloved Brooklyn based designer Earthen 
Warrior, this deep sleep-inducing eye mask 
invites you to your soundest slumber. It has 
a protective outer layer made of sustainable 
hemp and soft silk lining the inside, 
designed with your delicate eye area in 
mind. The smooth fibers of silk allow 
moisture to remain in the skin. Slip it on 
and sink into dreamstate. Rest, rejuvenate 
and awaken the true warrior within.

Made with Sustainable Hemp Fiber + Pure Silk



MOMENT Tradition Kimono 



Tradition Kimono

A design devoted to the long time uses of hemp and Japanese 
bathing culture. A fabric belt is attached at the sides and can wrap 
around from the front or back to tie. This hemp silk robe is luxury at it’s 
best. Uniquely blended with hemp and pure silk, free of harmful 
synthetic and polyester materials. The tightly woven, smooth fibers of 
silk allow moisture to remain in the skin. Soft to the touch, this robe 
has a lightly weighted feel creating a beautiful shape as it falls against 
any body type.

Made with Sustainable Hemp Fiber + Pure Silk



Fireside Fleece Robe 

Our hemp fleece robe is lined with soft fleece for 
extra warmth. Designed with ultimate comfort in 
mind, this robe is bound to be your first pick when 
it comes to fall and winter loungewear. This robe 
will keep you toasty and warm, perfect for apres 
wear from the mountain to the hot tub. Hemp has 
natural antibacterial properties to ward away 
bacteria and mold so you can wear it more and 
wash it less. Sustainability has never felt so good.

Made with Sustainable Hemp Fiber + Organic Cotton 



Coastal Terry Robe

Our terry blend robe is well-loved for a reason. 
It’s breathable fibers and soft texture make it 
fit for any occasion (we’ve worn this out as an 
extra layer in the colder months!). Designed 
with ultimate relaxation in mind, this robe 
makes for a perfect lounging experience.

Made with Sustainable Hemp Fiber + Organic Cotton 



In this moment and every moment there are whispers, 
visions, signs, manifestations, clarity, purpose, love, 
revealing not secrets but answers to your soul path. 



In the MOMENT Kit 



In the Moment Kit

This kit features each item from the MOMENT 
collection, offering you a fully holistic experience. 
Designed to feed your skin, soothe your senses and 
keep you grounded on the go. Perfect for travel 
and whenever you need to focus and reconnect. 

The In the Moment Kit contains: 
1 Meditation Oil 
1 Moon Glow Oil 
1 Sacred Space Mist 
1 Restful Warrior Eye Mask 
1 Hemp Cosmetic Bag 

A complete package. All you need to take a pause and begin again. 



Private Label. Custom private label products available for 
various items featured in the hemp wellness spa 
collection, including robes, eye masks, massage oil, 
meditation oil, body scrub, face mist, and face serum. 

Hotel Amenities. Bathroom and spa amenities including 
biodegradable shampoo, conditioner, body wash, body 
oil, and hand wash equipped with operationally friendly 
custom packaging. 

Hemp Textiles. Commercial grade fabrics available by the 
yard for interior design projects including upholstery, 
window treatments, décor pillows, floor poufs, and more.  

Hospitality + Wellness Spa Services 

MoonCloth Designs offers a variety of product 
development services that focus on creating a more 
beautiful and eco-conscious environment.



Recent work by MoonCloth can be 
found at moonclothdesigns.com

Above MoonCloth partnered with Alexander Diaz 
Andersson, a Swedish-Mexican designer based in Mexico 
City and Creative Director of Atra, to design the most 
elegant take on eco hemp furniture. This collection was 
created to shift perception behind what others believe 
hemp could or could not do from both visual aesthetic 
and functional design and remind consumers that 
wellness begins with what we surround ourselves with 
day to day.

Left Side MoonCloth designed and manufactured two 
bespoke eco hemp textile prints with LA based artist , 
Ethan Lipsitz. The artistry presented in this project is 
unique, and the materials are as durable as they are 
beautiful.  The furniture pieces can be seen on the roof 
top as well as the floor terrace of the new Soho House 
Downtown LA Warehouse location. 

http://moonclothdesigns.com


MoonCloth Designs Founders, Sarah Harf and 
Kelsi Lavicka, have an ever-expanding 
connection to nature, ceremony, and bathing 
culture . Rooting from their personal 
exploration of natural beauty and the daily 
practice of self care, MOMENT by MoonCloth 
came to be. With the driving belief that the 
deepest connection to nature is the one we 
have with ourselves, MOMENT is intended to 
transcend beyond skincare into the realm of 
self discovery.  

“We’re driven to bring more sustainable 
product  solutions into our world. Hemp 
seed oil and hemp fabric are great eco 
materials that allows us to create natural 
experiences without sacrificing design 
aesthetic.”  

- Sarah and Kelsi



@moonclothdesigns 
moonclothdesigns.com 

orders@moonclothdesigns.com 

MoonCloth Designs is inspired to work closely with hospitality brands and 
wellness environments. MOMENT by Mooncloth Designs is their way of 
encouraging others to take the spa experience home with them, as an invitation 
to weave grounding moments into their daily lives. This all spans from Sarah and 
Kelsi’s belief that as one becomes more in touch with their higher being through 
ritual, the more connected we feel to our environment and our natural self. 


